
Leaflet and Mobile App



These images are all examples of leaflets that 
are designed to show information about an 
event or location, I’ve looked at the way the in-
formation is laid out, the graphical design that 
goes into the leaflets, and the other smaller el-
ements such as how I want the leaflet to fold 
and how that may affect the final layout.

The Design used here is simple and easy to 
read and is also relevant to the theme as it 
shows a heavy focus on art and design, which 
is what the leaflet is about, it’s also eye-catch-
ing and anyone who is looking for a leaflet will 
certainly know when they’ve found it.



The thing that struck me 
about this concept design 
was the way that the design 
continues across the whole 
leaflet with relevant design 
elements such as the bikes 
and good colour theme that 
looks aesthetically appealing 
and is balanced well with the 
info being displayed so that 
everything is still easy to read.



Although the info may 
not be in English, it’s easy 
to see how all the events 
have been displayed 
clearly with all the rele-
vant info being easy to 
access, and the graph-
ics are combined well 
in the design and are 
also linked to the winter 
theme.



This is a good look at how I may want the map on the leaflet to look as that will need 
to show the map with as much info displayed as possible. Here, colours are used to 
separate different areas of the park in order to make it easier for the reader to know 
where something is, I could do something similar with certain food types being 
highlighted their own colours so that they are easier to identify.



Here is a similar type of map 
to the Disney park map, 
it’s laid out in a similar way 
with the map being the 
main focus and other info 
on the outside, but it ded-
icates more space for cer-
tain brands and locations 
that are new, and I could do 
something like that in my 
map, however, space will be 
an issue. The info is all clear-
ly marked with colours be-
ing used and boxes separat-
ing everything clearly.



This was just an interest-
ing graphic that showed a 
range of layouts, It will be 
useful when deciding on 
where I might want things 
to be based on the way 
the leaflet will fold, the Bi-
fold won;t be an option 
as I will have three differ-
ent parts but the layout 
will need to change a lot 
based on which one I go 
with, for example, the title 
will need to be positioned 
differently, as will the map 
and I will need to think 
about what info can be 
included on the back and 
front of the leaflet.





The Info leaflet for Bournemouth University is well structured and designed, it has a 
well laid out timetable that shows clearly when the talks are happening, it also has a 
map that is clear and easy to use (I used it on the day with no issues), The Info is easy 
to find and most importantly, it looks good, a simple design always works well and this 
leaflet shows that with basic patterns being used along with block colours that have a 
consistent theme across the leaflet. 
 
The graphic design for my leaflet will need to not only follow all the basic rules that 
form a good design but will also need to have a similar aesthetic to the interactive 
map so that the design is consistent across both products. All the maps shown have a 
good appearance and use colours to highlight specific info or areas of a map, such as 
the theme park maps. The maps also need to display a range of relevant info alongside 
the graphic design, making sure that everything is clear to the reader. Unlike the inter-
active maps, all the info will need to be displayed at once so some things will need to 
be reduced or removed in order to make it work. The aesthetic of the leaflet will also 
need to show a link to the theme of the map which is food, so including visual remind-
ers within the graphic design will be important to the design.





Here, I’ve sketched out a range of thumbnail 
ideas for the layout and design for my leaf-
let. I wanted to get a good range of ideas 
drawn out so I could get a good idea of what 
might work and what won’t. For the First idea 
I wanted there to be a colourful look with a 
range of food products and eating environ-
ments filling the page, The Info would then 
be overlaid onto some of the mugs, and 
cups as well as with the backgrounds, this 
would form a complex design that is linked 
well to the theme of the leaflet and would 
be aesthetically pleasing to look at. For my 
next Idea I wanted to draw something that I 
felt worked better with the interactive map 
I designed as that will be integrated on the 
other side of the leaflet, so i went with clean-
er, simple design with a more basic layout, 
however, It would still provide all the needs 
for the leaflet and would allow more space 
for information, however it may not get the 
theme across well. I then Tried to make an-
other design that captured the feel of the 
first but focused more on the design on the 
graphics but the problem was always go-
ing to be where would all the info go,and 
even with the design fully drawn out, I just 
don’t think it would work as their would be 
no space for other elements. Finally I tried a 
design that had a heavier focus on present-
ing info but still integrated some graphical 
elements, I was inspired by shop signs during 
the process and the menus that are placed on 
tables, overall I feel the final sketch looks nice.



For the first scamp I knew that I wanted 
to try and fully realise the first Idea I had, 
I was very pleased with the initial sketch 
and I was excited to expand on it here. 
I started by looking back at my mood 
boards and finding foods that would look 
good on the cover so I had a good range 
of colours and shapes, this will make it 
nicer to look at. I started to drawn out the 
everything in Photoshop, I started with 
the line work and capturing the overall 
layout and then went into the colour 
aspects. The lines that are placed in be-
tween the shelves represent where info 
could go and additional info will also be 
laid over the shelved items as well as the 
lights. The backdrops are blank howev-
er, as I continue to develop the design, 
I think filling in the space with patterns 
and other food-like elements will help 
to fill in the blank space with assets that 
help to build the theme of the leaflet 
without making the design feel too 
crowded, I feel that one that is one of the 
main risks of this design, It may become 
over crowded if I don’t think carefully 
about the composition of the graphics 
and also where all the info will go. I could 
also expand on the tables at the bottom 
of the page and create a full restaurant 
layout in the backdrops but I may have to 
add blurring effects ensure that the info 
is readable and doesn’t blend in with the 
graphics too much.



Here is my second scamp, for this one 
I didn’t directly go off of any one of my 
thumbnail sketched but I took proper-
ties from all of them and also developed 
some new aesthetics as I was creating 
this one. I knew that I wanted this to 
have a heavier focus on the info and 
give more space for it to be placed, so 
all of the plates on the pages are spaces 
where info can be positioned, this means 
I should be able to include a  wider range 
of places on the leaflet. I still wanted to 
include the food graphics in the front 
cover as I felt it was important to anyone 
who may look at the cover to immedi-
ately see what the leaflet was about so 
I placed some drawings there but I did 
want to get a different overall look from 
the other scamp, So I decided to develop 
a more cartoon like style for this leaflet, 
which not only separates it from the oth-
er design, but I think it looks very unique 
and eye catching. Also, because of the 
black and white visuals, colour could be 
added later on if i felt it the need for it. 
Like the other scamp many additions 
could be added, more food graphics 
will certainly be added along side the 
plates and other background assets like 
patterns will be applied to finish off the 
design later on down the line.



Here is my Final Leaflet design, laid out in adobe InDesign, After I had my scamps drawn out, I was able to begin work on the final design in Photoshop, I decided to use the first scamp 
design as my main inspiration as I really liked the idea of having a range of different foods covering the pages and having a focus on the graphic designs while still giving room to all the 
necessary info for the map. I spent quite a lot of time drawing out the outlines for each different piece food and getting the shapes right, colouring in was a simple matter of using the fill 
tools and some basic shading to capture the light. Designing the table surface seen on the pages did take some though as I really wasn’t quite sure what I wanted and it took some exper-
imenting in Photoshop until I had the design that I’m happy with now, I also decided that instead of just inserting some text for the title, I wanted to to feel like it belonged there, so I took 
inspiration from the chalkboard signs often seen at pubs and put the title in a similar format. The other pages were a similar process of repeatedly drawing out the lines until I was happy 
with them and then colouring them in using the same shading style I had used on the cover page.
Once I had all the info pages designed I now had to optimise my interactive map to work in a leaflet format, even though most the info would be moved to the info pages on the leaflet, 
the star rating would stay on the map, so I went into Illustrator and design a new system where the star rating was presented simple next to the title of the place in question on the map, 
the icon would simple be a star with a number inside of it showing the actual rating. I also but in a simple key to show the reader what everything means on the map so they know where 
crossings are and other important info. I kept the categories on the left side from my interactive design as it still did its job it needed to fine. I then had to lay out all the info over the other 
pages, it took some time to make sure everything had its place as there were a lot of things to put in. However, I was able to use some transparent, black boxes behind the test to separate 
the info from the graphics and I thought it worked pretty well, and so I implemented a similar design on the info in the map section. I decided on a font called “Avenir Next” as I felt it was 
clean and stood out from the graphic design. Finally, I imported everything into InDesign to get ready to print.



Card Leaflet (Standing Up) Card Leaflet (Folded)

Card Leaflet Unfolded (Info)

The Leaflet is now complete, and has been fully printed. I think that overall there are a lot of things that 
I’ve learnt while developing and producing it, and I think there are areas where things could be improved 
and areas where things went well. What I felt went really well during the process was the production sage 
where I was actually producing the final design, Not only was I liking how it was looking but I felt I had an 
efficient process for drawing out all the assets in Photoshop and transferring them all over into illustrator. 
I also think adding the info was a stage which I though would be difficult as I had a lot of food places and 
info to display, and although it did take some time, I was able to lay out all the places onto the pages with-
out interrupting the graphics too much. 

I was also really happy with how the art style was looking, I was going for a cartoon aesthetic with the 
food and other graphics but I was always concerned it wouldn’t turn out how I wanted, But I feel it looked 
really good in the end, and I think the final composition of all the different food worked really well. I also 
wasn’t sure how I would display the leaflet title, but the idea of using a restaurant chalk menu came to me, 
and it ended up looking really good, and bringing together the entire front cover. I was also able to makes 
some other positive developments, for example, at first I was thinking about having all the food items 
laying out on plates, however I always thought that this would lead to a messy finish so I decided to try a 
table cover and it worked well, but I needed to make sure it was clear that it was a table cover, so i used a 
rather classic looking multi-coloured pattern to show clearly that all the food was laid out on a table. 

The other pages, I though also looked really good, I wasn’t quite sure how I wanted them to look, I knew I 
wanted the tables to be at the bottom, but I didn’t know how I was going to fill the page while still leaving 
room for all the info. So I decided to use some shelves that I could put anything on that may relate to a 
food place. Items such as towels, Plates and waiter notes could be places and once I had them designed, 
I think the end result was pretty good at filling in the space. At the top, I decided to place a light and 
some decorations to finish the page and to make it feel a bit more naturally lit. I did two pages, one had a 
more classical restaurant look with a more expensive feel, while the other page is a bit more modern with 
brighter colours and a more affordable look to it.

I think all the info came out really well, it’s clearly displayed with good information on the opening times 
the sort of place that it is, and I think I made a good decision i keeping the star ratings separate so I had 
more space to work with for the info. I think its nicely laid out with the main graphics still being visible 
and the transparency effect is clear enough that you cans till see the graphics but also strong enough so 
that the info is clear. The Map section is also an area that I feel turned out very well. I knew that i wanted to 
keep the same look I had for the online interactive map but I needed to make sure that I could fit the star 
ratings on, and I did experiment a bit but eventually, I came up with a way of showing the rating and also 
taking up less space. Displaying the names was fairly simple, I just wrote them out and used a transparent, 
Black background to separate them from the map and once I had that, I just added a star on the end, with 
a number in it to represent the place’s rating. Some area were harder to figure out as it was more compact 
of different locations but I believe I managed to get to looking good in the end. I also finally decided to 
add a key so that people knew what everything meant, (e.g. Red lines for crossings).



Alignment Issues with double-sided print (Test 
Print)

Prototype Paper Leaflet (Folded)

Card Leaflet Unfolded (Map)

After the Process of making the leaflet, there were certainly several areas where I feel I could’ve done some 
things better, During the process of developing my leaflet, I was struggling to get a good range of ideas 
out, although I did get some that I liked, I think I definitely could’ve created a few more which would’ve 
lead to a more polished idea as I was going into the process of creating the leaflet. I do feel I did well on 
the scamps though, but having some clearer ideas going into it would’ve certainly giving me some bet-
ter designs. Despite that, i do think I was able to finalise my ideas well in the creation process, however, it 
could’ve been made a little easier. I also feel that on the final map in both the leaflet but also the interac-
tive map, the icons are too small, i found myself conflicted between giving more space to the icons or the 
map so they don’t cover things up.

Although Making the leaflet was a fairly smooth process, I do think I could’ve added more to the info pag-
es, I’m not quite sure what, maybe some more signage inspired by restaurants, but those pages just feel 
a little empty, I also think that I should’ve added some titles, showing the user what the pages are about, 
however, I don’t think it’s an absolute necessity as it’s pretty clear what content is on the pages. Designing 
the backdrop for the front cover was also a tricky process, I wanted to put something behind the title and 
chalk board but I didn’t want to distract the reader from the main design elements (the food and title). So 
I tried adding a pavement and wall with a blue sky, I don’t it looks bad as a final result but I do feel some 
more thought could’ve gone into it.

The Main issue that came about during the making of this leaflet was the printing process, which really 
wasn’t that efficient and took quite some time to get right, and I do feel that the final result still has issues 
after printing. The first problem was getting the file ready in InDesign, It took quite a while to get all the 
pages properly aligned and laid out and we had to do quite a bit of trial and error before printing. Once we 
finally got onto the printing process, there were a lot of settings to fiddle with and once I had everything 
set to what it was meant to be, I could begin printing, I started by printing paper prototypes on the normal 
school printer, and as expected the first print had issues, one of the pages was flipped the wrong way and 
they were not aligned at all so I had to go though all the print settings again and print another prototype 
on paper. This time It actually went very well, I initially though it wouldn’t happen this quick but ultimately 
I got lucky, it was aligned well and I finally had a good print that I could cut and fold.

The last thing was printing out the card version on a different printer. The main issue I had her was that I 
fount the card much harder to cut and as a result the final cut has rough edges and some of the scoring is 
not exact which was disappointing although he overall leaflet looked really good. The alignment was also 
off again and although it wasn’t too bad it meant that the map side of the leaflet was cut way too close, 
luckily it doesn’t impact the functionality of it, however the finished look isn’t as good as the prototype. 
The printer we used also didn’t have the best colour accuracy, however, There wasn’t much that could’ve 
been done to prevent that as the print was never meant to look super professional as the college is limited 
in its devices to deliver on that.



Monochrome Design (Earlier Designs)

When I started the process of designing the mobile app, I knew that I wanted to take the design cues from the online inter-
active map I developed as I though it would transfer into a mobile design. I looked back at some of my earlier concepts and I 
experimented with the aesthetic in illustrator. I laid out the login page with the same type of shapes I was using in my online 
map but I needed to create a logo for the page as it was looking very empty. So I took one of the place locater icons I had devel-
oped earlier on and arranged it over a 3D box to represent a pavement of sorts, I spent some time fiddling with the size and the 
strokes on the shapes to get the best look, and once I had all the assets I wanted, I imported it into Adobe XD.

When I first imported it, the design was quite boxy, with sharp corners but using the curving tools, I found the curvier aesthetic 
to work better with the app. I also added the text and the other GUI elements for the login info. Overall, I was happy with the 
finished look, it had a clean aesthetic that was easy to read. When It came round to creating the page that would have all the 
food places to look at, I decided to take the same design I used on my online map for the mini info boxes, they have the star rat-
ing and the type of place it is, along with the name of course, which is all I feel is needed when looking for a place for more spe-
cific info like opening times. I added one for all 57 places and then started to think about the info section for each food place.

I now had to implement the designs I had for my online map for the information section about a specific place, I was mainly 
able to copy and paste most the info elements from the illustrator file, but I had to add a snapshot of the map to show where 
it was as I wasn’t planning on a dedicated map section to the mobile app and I also wanted to add a bit more complexity to 
the design as the basic shapes I had with the info wasn’t fulfilling enough as a design. I experimented with different shapes 
and also different colours. Later on in the process I decided to try converting the full GUI to colour, and I wasn’t quite sure how 
much I liked it, I took the colour theme from my earlier development and from what a lot of food places use (Red, Yellow) and 
despite trying other colours and switching colour combos, I just didn’t feel that anything got close to the clean aesthetic that 
the monochrome design has.

Finally, I also had to add interactivity to the app, which I did with a series of buttons that would allow the user to go back and 
forward through he different pages without being stuck somewhere they didn’t mean to click. I used some simple circular icons 
and made a cross in illustrator and they looked pretty good, however, adjustments may ahve to be made in order to allow room 
for the OS info like battery life and notifications. 



Coloured Design

Monochrome Design (Later Designs)



These are the final designs I came up with for the 
app, as I was going through the final design stages I 
added some new elements and changed up some of 
my initial plans to help deliver the best app browsing 
experience I could create. I had a keyboard function-
ality using the apple UI kits, so when you tap on the 
notes, or login info, a keyboard pops up as an overlay, 
giving the effect that you could actually type into that 
slot. Along with that, I also added some other apple UI 
elements such as the battery, time and signal info at 
the top, I had to move around some elements to allow 
everything to fit but it all looked good in the end.

I then went about adding a menu bar at the bottom 
which would allow the user to navigate some areas 
of the app even if they were in the info section for a 
food place, the “+” icon links to the notes page, the 
box with an upwards arrow links to the category of 
the place which you are looking at so you can look at 
other places similar to that one, and the file icon links 
to the login page. I wasn’t able to find a use case for 
the left over icon and the imported UI doesn’t allow 
you to delete it.

I also decided to split up the navigation menu for all 
the places, initially they were all on the same page 
and this made it difficult to find the exact place you 
might be looking for, so a created 9 categories so 
each place would be easier to find, I then moved all 
the info boxes over the appropriate category, luckily I 
didn’t have to do any re-linking so the process didn’t 
take too long.

The front page stayed the same as that didn’t need 
anything new added apart form the keyboard overlay.

Categories page with icons to help user 
navigate

Info page with UI elements (Menu Bar, Info Bar at top)

Different categories for all the places Keyboard overlay in action



Kiosk Display conceptStatic Map concept

Here are the two mock-ups I designed for what a kiosk or static 
map could look like with my map design. I created the models 
in Maya and then textured and rendered them in Keyshot. 

I took the map I had made for my leaflet as that had all the 
names and ratings for all the food places on display, as well as a 
key, I also had to transfer the map onto a square shaped display 
format, which wasn’t too difficult as all the food places were 
laid out in an area that fit the aspect ratio, on the static map it 
was essential that all the places were visible however, the idea 
of the kiosk is that it can be interactive and you can move the 
map around and zoom in and out of it.

I also tried to put some thought into how the kiosk and static 
map looked outside of the displays, I went with a nice read and 
black colour scheme but nothing too complicated shape wise 
as the focus is how the map is displayed and not the device 
displaying it.

The UI and controls would be similar to the interactive map 
found online, but with touch optimisation, such as bigger 
buttons and bigger text, with some changes on where things 
are positioned to make it easier to interact with on a bigger 
display.

The static map would require more information bellow it on 
the black and red stand to tell the user info about the food 
places in the area.


